Hard Case Rechargeable Spotlight

VERSATILE

• Multiple power options – rechargeable AA NiMH, AA Lithium, AA Alkaline
• Recharge NiMH batteries with included car charger or wall adaptor

TOUGH

• Survives a 2-meter drop test
• Shatterproof lens

BRIGHT

• Provides 110 lumens
• Intense, focused beam

POWERFUL

• Illuminates objects up to 385 meters away
• Tight white spot is ideal for search applications

The Energizer® Hard Case Rechargeable Spotlight offers a wealth of power options. It uses 4 AA batteries and can charge NiMH batteries using the included wall adaptor or car charger. It stands up to rough treatment and provides an intense focused beam that illuminates objects up to 385 meters away.

VERSATILE

European Region

631432

Versatile

• Survives a 2-meter drop test
• Shatterproof lens

BRIGHT

• Provides 110 lumens
• Intense, focused beam

POWERFUL

• Illuminates objects up to 385 meters away
• Tight white spot is ideal for search applications

Performance:

Run Time

Continuous Beam to End of Usable Light (30° C)

Before Using Your Flashlight:

Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

Important Notice

This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

Contents herein do not constitute a warranty
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